DIENTES DE NAVARINO
SHORT-VERSION
TREKKING PROGRAM

This version is adapted for those who want to reach one of
the main points of the southernmost trekking circuit of
the planet, from where it is possible to contemplate in all
its splendor the "Dientes de Navarino" massif. Going
through rural road, parks, peat bogs, valleys, hillsides,
small lagoons, streams, loose stones, etc, combining with
many other attractions that Navarino Island offers to
visitors.

• 04 DAYS / 03 NIGHTS

From the top towards to the north we appreciate the
imposing Beagle Channel, the city of Puerto Williams Chile, Ushuaia - Argentina.
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ITINERARY:

DAY 01

PUNTA ARENAS - PUERTO WILLIAMS OR USHUAIA / PUERTO WILLIAMS

FROM PUNTA ARENAS:
Fly on Aerovias DAP to Puerto Williams. During the flight enjoy
the overwhelming views of amazing landscapes, the Strait of
Magellan, the beautiful glaciers of Darwin Mountain Range, and
the Beagle Channel. (Flight time will vary according to the
aircraft available on the day, 50 minutes to 1:20 hr.).
Reception at airdrome and short transfer to LAKUTAIA LODGE.

FROM USHUAIA:
After immigration process and port-tax payment at Ushuaia’s port
in Argentina, sail across the Beagle Channel to reach, after
approximately 30 minutes, Puerto Navarino in the Chilean side.
The navigation is performed on board a small-size-semi-rigid
motorboat.
Upon arrival at Puerto Navarino you will be picked up and
transferred on a 54-km/34 mile ride to Puerto Williams (1:40hr
approx.) to do the immigration process in Chile. Once this
process is completed, you will be transferred to LAKUTAIA
LODGE to enjoy a welcome aperitif and lunch.
In the afternoon the adventure begins, choosing one of our
excursions, designed to get acquainted with the nature and
culture of the island. Our expedition leader will present the
excursions available from our excursion menu.
In the evening, we invite you to attend a lecture with our trekking
specialized guide who will brief you on the next day activities and
the complete circuit.
Dinner and Overnight in LAKUTAIA LODGE.
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DAY02

TREKKING (5 hours – 12km of walk)

After breakfast, transfer by vehicle to the starting point of the
trekking trail.
Starting our way up to Bandera hill, which will be ascending
by forests of coigüe and lenga until you reach the summit
(622m.s.n.m) where you get an incomparable panoramic
view over the Beagle Channel and the valley of the Róbalo
River. The final target of this day is to reach Laguna el Salto,
where the base camp will be established, to later ascending
to the viewpoint of Dientes de Navarino.
Lunch and dinner will be prepared on site. Overnight in
campament.

DAY 03

TREKKING (6 horas - 14 km of walk)

Our way back will be through forests and turbans in the bottom
of Róbalo valley, until reaching the starting point again.
Spend the afternoon at the lodge, resting in our facilities.
Dinner and overnight at LAKUTAIA LODGE.
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DAY 04

LAKUTAIA LODGE – PUNTA ARENAS OR USHUAIA

After breakfast, at the agreed time take the transfer to Puerto Williams’
airfield for your flight to Punta Arenas, or if you are going to Ushuaia
you will be taken to the Port Authority Office, then to Puerto Navarino
to embark your motor-boat to Ushuaia (Argentina).
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WHAT IS INCLUDED?:
- Breakfasts, lunches and dinners throughout the program.
- Meals in the Lodge include one drink per person (mineral water, or soft
drink, or one glass of wine, or one beer).
- Food rations throughout the circuit program.
- Accommodation in Lakutaia Lodge during the first and the last night of
the program.
- 1 night camping tent accommodation.
- All necessary camping equipment: tent, sleeping bag, mat, stoves with
gas, cookware (pot, cutlery, plates, mug).
- Trekking sticks, head-lantern, leg-warmers.
- Porters during the trekking circuit to carry on the main equipment and
food. Each participant must transport their own personal belonging,
including the mat and the sleeping bag previously assigned.
- Briefing of the program on the first evening in the lodge.
- Specialized bilingual English/Spanish guide.
- Airport taxes and flights from and to Punta Arenas, 20kg max of luggage
per person.
*** If the flight is by Twin Otter plane and it is not possible to transport all
the luggage on the same day, it will be delivered to the lodge on the next
day's flight.

- International transfer by boat plus land transfer from and to Ushuaia
port.

SUGGESTED OUTERWEAR:
- Outdoor clothing in layers.
- Trekking shoes/boots and pants.
- Towel.
- Hats, gloves, sunglasses.
- Sunscreen.
- Back-pack.
- Drinkware water bottle.
- Waterproof clothing.
- An extra pair of trekking shoes.

IMPORTANT:
- Trekking will always be subject to weather conditions. For the safety of all
participants, the specialized guide has full authority to cancel or modify the
itinerary due to adverse weather conditions.
- No shower or restroom facilities available during the whole circuit.
- Participants are highly suggested to hire an accident insurance.
- During the trekking days, each participant must carry their previously
assigned mat, sleeping bag and eating set, plus their own back-pack.

WHAT’S NOT INCLUDED?
- Port taxes in Argentina. In the Ushuaia-Puerto Williams trip, passengers
must pay directly at the dock the port fee of AR$120 p/p, in local currency
and cash.
- Additional drinks not mentioned above.
- Alcoholic beverages during trekking days.
- Travel insurance.
- Tips.

Difficulty Level: Low-Medium
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